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OPTIMISE - Effective Project Team Management & Gatka

Content:
The aim of this project is to understand what makes effective project teams for delivering projects successfully.

Methods:
Classroom, case studies, interactive discussions, research and analysis, group work, presentations, participative learning; sports hall - skills development, action learning techniques and practice.

Competences and skills to be acquired:
Understand the importance of project roles within the team;
Application of Tuckman's Team Development;
Cultural Values using Sikhism, Gatka and their role by applying Belbin in delivering team integration and motivation;
Role of Leadership in effective project teams

Prerequisite:
Some understanding of business organisations, physical fitness (any medical conditions must be declared and discussed with the lead tutor)

Language of instruction: English

Suitable studies: PUMA, PMG, GUS, HP, TSA, SoMa, BW/IBW